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The utilization of OF-spaces of A. Grothendieck leads to natural topologies 
on *-algebras of unbounded operators. In this way, the origin of pathologies is 
clarified, and natural classes of *-algebras with good behavior are introduced. 
Examples and particular algebras of countable algebraic dimension are studied 
in the second part of the paper. 
INTRODUCTION 
Infinite-dimensional representations of a Lie group G give rise (by differentia- 
tion of unitary representations of G) to algebras of unbounded operators: more 
precisely, the enveloping algebra (viewed in the representation) consists of 
operators generally unbounded defined on the Girding domain, dense invariant 
domain. Since, from the physical point of view, observables have to be chosen 
among essentially self-adjoint operators of this algebra [21], it seems reasonable, 
for a better analysis of the structure, to define on *-algebras, a topology, which 
must be a generalization of the classical situation of @*-algebras. Taking in 
account that Van Neumann algehras are @*-algehras dual of some Ranach 
space, called the predual, we are lead for our study to introduce &F-spaces 
(which arc dual of FrCchct spaces). These aspects accentuate remarks of [13]. 
The general plan of this paper is to examine topologies associated with 
e-algebras of unbounded operators and then to study in details natural classes 
of +-algebras (as shown by examples). 
Section 1 is devoted to topological considerations: the comparison of the 
&topology (topologically satisfying) with the p-topology (algebraically interesting) 
is of great importance. 
Section 2 is devoted to certain algebras of countable algebraic dimension. 
Examples and counterexamples are then investigated, showing the interest 
of this topological approach. 
We recall briefly the definitions and notations of [ 131. Algebras we will 
consider in the following will be algebras of operators, acting in some Hilbert 
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space. We call --algebra, in a Hilbert space 11 an involutive algebra L/Z of operators, 
not necessarily bounded, all defined on a domain % dense in lj, with the following 
properties: 
1” For A t a, the adjoint operator =1” satisfies Dom .AX I) ‘k and 
A9CC, A”PC9; 
2” Forilr~,,BE,fE~,wehave 
(A L- B)f == Af -+- Bf, @B)(f) p= A(Bf). 
Moreover, 1 E CY. 
Condition d = A* in the algebra Q? means that the operator is symmetric. 
An operator d E 0 is called positive (written A ‘> 0 or A E 6P) iff 
(Ax, x) 3 0 for all s E 9. 
The relation < is clearly an order relation on 4 and a linear map @: CT-+ ~8 
from a *-algebra cd (acting in a Hilbert space h) into a *-algebra .B (acting in a 
Hilbert space &) is called positive iff A 3 0 in CZ implies @(A) :;- 0 in 3. 
In this paper, for an operator A E 67, A denotes the closure of ,4 (the domain 
of A being 9). 
1. TOPOLOGICAL CONCEPTS 
The p-Topology 
On each v-algebra @ (acting in some Hilbert space h, with 9 dense domain 
invariant under operators of a), we define the p-topology, as follows: Given 
A > 0, we introduce, for T E LZ?, the quantity 
This defines the normed linear space 
9l, = (T E fl; p,,(T) < +a) 
with norm 1, iNA = pa / 91, , the canonical injection iA : ‘9, --f GZ and, on a, 
the final locally convex topology, relative to the applications iA (for all A E 0P). 
We note that Uata+ *A = xaEa+ ‘3, = a; moreover, the relation 0 :> _4 -a B 
implies that the injection i,,, : (‘S,,, , 1 ala) ---f (‘3, , 11 liB) is continuous, with 
norm smaller than I. Also, if ‘S2,, is strictly included in ‘3, , i,,B(%n,) cannot be a 
dense subspace of (%, , I, / n), because the open ball B + w, with w {TE%, ; 
p,(T) < 3) does not intersect 5X7, . The p-topology is well defined by choosing 
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maps i,, (j t J directed set, AJi iS. 0) such that LJ! : U,,tJ ‘Jl,, [3], and is separated 
since, for every 7’ ;’ 0 E G?, there exists .I” t 9 such that (TX, .Y) rf 0 [lo, 13. 1381. 
For a continuous linear map .f : CT --, C, we put, for -4 f Q 
i$fi!#,,, supif( YE 0 with p,(T) S. I]. 
PuoposI’rro~ I. I. Let LX U,t, 91,.,, (I directed. --fi 1%: 0) he a i -algeha, md 
.f : tt F C be 0 lineor fem. 
.f is positive if ad only if f A, ,,, .f (Ai) for all i E I. 
Proof. \\‘e denote by GT, the real linear space of symmetric elements of LT. 
Then, clearly, 0’ = IY~ @i C& , and from the continuity of T+ 1’^, the 
above direct sum is a topological direct sum. Hence a linear form is continuous 
if and only if its restriction to C& is continuous. 
\4’e remark that, for a hermitian linear form g on 67 (this means that x(7’“) 
g(T), or equivalently x(T) E R for symmetric 7’) the following equalitv is true 
g ,(,,,i, mu: sup{g( T); T t CZQ with f,,,(T) :.< I 1. 
Because, for every E :> 0, there exists T E 67, with p,,(T) <- 1 such that 
g(T)1 ;T ig i A,,, -- l . 
Multiplying T by a complex number of modulus I, it can be assumed that 
g(T) > 0. Hence 
i g(h(T* + T)), = 3 /g(T) + g(T*)l = g(T) ;;> 1 g !IA,,, - E 
and, from fA(g( T + T”)) S’ I follows our equality. ‘The proposition is therefore 
a consequence of [I 21. 
DEFINITION 1. I. A +-algebra CZ is said to be countably dominated, if? there 
exists an increasing sequence of subspaces ‘San (Art > 0. n E N) such that 
One can check that algebras of countable algebraic dimension are countably 
dominated. 
DEFINITION 1.2. A +-algebra CT is said to be p-closed, iff there exists a 
decomposition LT m- (JiE, ‘LX,, (with A, > 0, I directed) such that, for ever); 
i E 1, ‘SAi is a Banach space. 
In this paper, we restrict ourselves essentially to countably dominated v- 
algebras. Endowed with the p-topology, they are bornological quasi-barrelc-I 
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SF-spaces [lo]. We refer to [ 131 f or complements. For a p-closed +-algebra CT, 
the bilinear map 
is continuous (since 02 is a barreled 9.F-space; and see [IO, p. 1681); moreover, 
for every A E 6V , %,, is a Banach space. Indeed, if (Tl,)ptN is a Cauchy sequence 
in WA , II MI 
I((T,, - T,)x, x>I T-. c(p, q)(Ax, 4 
Hence. for a certain i E I 
((T, - T&, x), < Me(p, q) p&x, x) (for some M < S-m). 
By completeness of the Banach space $XA, , there exists an operator T: Y -F 3’ 
such that: 
I((T,, - T)x, x)1 e:: l (p)(A~x, x) with F-2 ~(9) 0. 
Since, for every x E 22, (TX, X) : lim,,, (T,x, x), by letting p --f nj in the 
first majoration, we deduce that (sI, , 1~ ii.4 ) is complete. We recall that, for 
x E ~2, y E h, the linear form on LZ? 
T -+ (Tx, y) 
is denoted w~,~ . If y E 9, the linear form w~,~ is continuous on LY; this follows 
from polarization equality and from [I 31. If y E h, the linear form w~,~ is a 
simple limit of continuous linear form wz I, (yFL E 9), and is not necessarily 
continuous (except, for example, if G? is p-clo”,ed). 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let (72 be a countably dominated *-algebra, and S C 67 a 
subset of rY. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) S is bounded for the p-topology. 
(ii) There exists A 3 0 such that 
l(Tx, x): < (Ax, X) fey all .2: E 2 and all T E S. 
Proof. The implication (ii) 3 (i) is immediate. For the converse, we first 
note that, for A, > 0, A, > 0, 
%A, +- ‘xAgc flA1+A2 . 
By Proposition 5 of [IO, p. 1711, th ere exists an operator A .> 0 such that 
s c c, 
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where 
1,’ standing for the closure of the set 5, relative to the p-topology. Hence, 
for x E Y, 
UC Gvw~ TN (r ==- (Ax, x)) 
(B(0, Y) being the closed ball of the complex plane, of radius I), and by [ 131, 
which achieves the proof. 
The X-topology 
Let CT be a v-algebra. We introduce, for A E QZ, the normed space 2R,4 
with norm 
and on 67 the final locally convex topology relative to the canonical injection j, : 
!I.N, + 0’. We note that the spaces 912, constitute a directed set, since 
As previously, this topology (called the h-topology) is well defined by choosing 
operators iii E GT such that QT = Uit, 9.RA, Let us note that the X-topology 
is invariant under isomorphisms (i.e., h,(T) = h,(,,(@(T))). More precisely, if 
CD: CT? ---z .?I is a homomorphism (positive multiplicative map), then 
‘1 T*x 11 : c(n) 11 Ax :I for all x E 2, lim ~(72) 0, n *I 
implies 
and by [I 31 
that is 
(@(T,*T,)x, x) < 2(n) (@(A*&. x), 
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Also, from the equivalence of assertions (a) and (h) (proof left to the reader) 
(a) CZ can be written IT : = u,Eh !IJl,i (‘+li E CT), 
(h) W can be written /I UIEN !I&+, (B, 1 0, B, t (;%), 
it is not ambiguous for a +-algebra (7 to be countable- dominated. 
DEFINITION I .3. A “-algebra ci’ is said to be h-closed, iff there exists a 
decomposition 67 (JtE, 9Ji,d6 such that, for ever!. i t f, 9J1, is a Banach space. 
’ It follows that, for every .I E L7, !13{,., is a Hanach space. 
THEOREM I .I. I,et FZ he a p-closed t-algehru, countabl,’ dominated. Then, 
(2 is h-closed. und the h-topology a<grees with the p-topolqgy. 
Pwnf. Since (7 is countablv dominated, thcrc exist operators =1, 
such that (( U,tb $,, and‘ we can assume that .d,’ -3,“z-l, 
: 0 (i c- N) 
I. Hence 
fl lJ,-% Y1,.r+,, , which’implies (r Uitvi !IR,r 
It clearly st%ices to show that the normed spaces !IJ351,, are IIanach spaces. 
Let (7’,,),)Fhb e a (‘auchy sequence in the space (9J1,z , A,:): then 
This relation defines a linear operator T: 9 --+ 1) such that 
TX lim Z’,,s, ,y c ‘/ 
P 
But 
:((T,, -- T,,)x, S)i E(g), q)(.4,“.d,x, ,x)‘:t c(p, q)(d,“,-J,.~, xj 
shovvs that (Il’,,),,FW is a Cauchv sequence in the Hanach space 9,: ,d Since 
strong convergence implies weak convergence, we get 7’ E !NA:,< . Therefore. 
7’5 C 9, which shows that !IJi, is complete. Sow, the estimate 
which means that injection K,., : !lJl,$ + !I],,*, is continuous. (‘orollar!; I 
[IO, p. 1471 etablishes the equalit; of the two topologies. 
DEFISITION 1.4. Let (;I be a --algebra, with 9 dense domain invariant 
under operators of (Z. The domain r) is said to be closed (or U-closed) ifI 
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PROPOSITION 1.3. Let 6!? = &,91)31,41 be a *-algebra, with domain 9:. c/ is 
f7-dosed if and only if 5’ =:- nii, Dom(A,). 
Proof. By hypothesis, for T E 67, there exists M < j-m, i E I such that 
TX I <; M ‘I A ,s ~ for all s E 9. 
This implies Dom 1’3 Dom 4, , which completes the proof. 
We recall that each x-algebra fl induces on its domain Y a natural topolog! 
[19, p. 881 defined by seminorms 
SEP---+I d4.v ~ (A E Ql). 
If 0 is countably dominated, then 0’ = uiEN 9X,,,, , and the topology of G/ can 
thereforc he defined by seminorms 
thus, .(/ is a FrCchet space if 9 is U-closed [19, Lemma 2.61. 
PROI~OSITION 1.4. Let 3 be the domain of (I --n(qebra I?’ U,e191.f, I and 
f: ‘I -f @ a continuous linear fovm on 2. 
Then, there exist T E 11, and i E I such that 
,f(s) (=I,.v, y)
.f& all s E 9. 
Proof. Since the topology of Y is generated by seminorms .Y -+ 11 A,x ‘1, 
the continuit!- off means that there exists C -- 0, i t I such that 
expresses that f is a continuous linear form on the pre-Hilbert space (2, ( ),) 
endowed with the scalar product 
Using the fact that the completion of (9, ( 1 ),) can he identified with a subspace 
of lj, we get .f (x) = (Ap, y) for some y E I). 
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closed domain B. For a closable operator S de$ned on 9, such that X9 C 8, we 
canJind an integer n E N (resp. m E N) such that 
Proof. It follows from hypothesis that 53 endowed with its natural topology 
is a FrCchet space. It is now easy to check that the graph of the map S: 9 - 9 
is closed. The closed graph ensures that S is continuous, which implies, for 
some n fz N, 
Then, by routine majorations, we deduce 
l(Sx, x)1 -5 M(&x, x) forsome mEN,andallxE9. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let G! be a countably dominated *-algebra, with closed 
domain 9, and 99 a jr-algebra with the same domain 9 such that 
Then, every positive linear form f on CJ? can be extended to a linear form fU positive 
on 8. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.1, GZ is a cofinal subset of %‘, and the proposition 
is a consequence of Theorem 1.6.4 of [12, p. 241. In particular, if Z(9) denotes 
the set of operators (generally unbounded) acting in the Hilbert space lj, which 
satisfy 
DomA =g A% c 2, 
DomA* A*g?cC, 
we can choose in the last proposition g = 9(g), or ti = 02” (W being calculated 
in the algebra P(9)). 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let OY be a countably dominated *-algebra, with closed 
domain 9, and S be a subset of QZ. Then, the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) S is bounded for the h-topology. 
(ii) There exists A E Ol, such that, for every T E S 
11 Txlj ,(;iAxl~ for all XE9. 
(iii) S is bounded fov G!? endowed with topology dejined by seminorms 
T+l’ TX‘ XE9. 
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(iv) S is bounded for 6?! endowed with topology defined by seminorms 
T+ j(Tx, y)’ .x: E 9, y E l). 
Proof. It suffices to establish the implication (iv) * (ii) By the Banach- 
Steinhaus theorem, it follows from (iv) that, for every x E 9 
As in Lemma 1.1, we can apply the closed graph theorem to operators T of S, 
viewed as a linear map from 9 endowed with its natural topology into the 
Hilbert space 11. The preceding estimate shows that S is a simply bounded 
subset of dip,(9, 6). Thus, the equicontinuity principle implies that the set 
S C 5??(9, lj) is equicontinuous, which gives (ii). 
COROLLARY 1 .I. Let G! be a countably dominated x-algebra, with closed domain 
9, endowed with the X-topology. Then, assertions (i) and (ii) are equivalent: 
(i) For every S E Ot, the map T---f ST is continuous. 
(ii) The bilinear map (S, T) ---f ST is continuous. 
Let us mention that the map T---f TS is always X-continuous, because the 
relation 11 TX 11 < 1~ Ax ‘1 (for all x ES) implies ‘/ TSx 1; -5 ~1 ,4Xx Jo. 
Proof. By virtue of [lo, p. 1621, we establish (ii) =- (i) by showing that 
(S, T)- ST is hypocontinuous. We put n(S)T :- ST. Let S be a bounded 
subset of 6Y; by the preceding result, one can find A E QJ such that for every T E S, 
1~ TX / < li Ax for all 2” E 9 . . 
The equicontinuity of maps n(T) (T E S) amounts to show that maps r(T): 
YVJJ1, -+ ed are equicontinuous, for every BEG!. Since n(A) is continuous, the 
unit ball of the normed space (9JIa 1 X,) is sent into a unit ball of some !I& 
(C E a), which means that 
// Rx ]j ,( I] Bx /I for all x E 9 implies 1: ARx 11 < /I Cx jj. 
But I] TRx /I < 1: ARx 11 for all x E 9’. Thus, the unit ball of $9X, is sent by 
operators r(T), T E S, into a unit ball of some 9Nc . This achieves our proof. 
One can show that under the hypotheses of Corollary 1.1, the completion of 
the normed spaces 93, (B E a) can be identified with operators S such that 
Sg C 9. We thus obtain a bigger space @, which is an algebra (with natural 
multiplication). 
THEOREM 1.2. Let E? be a countably dominated Y-algebra, with closed domain 9. 
The following statements are equivalent: 
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(i) The A-topolq,qv is identical to the p-topolog>,. 
(ii) The bounded s&sets of the X-topology coincide with the hounded subsets 
of the p-topology. 
(iii) The linear forms OJ,~, , (x t 9, -L’ E I)) are p-continuous. 
(iv) FOB e7*ery .-I E (7 , there exists B E cl such that 91R C !llls and the 
injection i: ‘Jl,, + !LN8 is continuous. 
(v) The bilinear map (S, ‘f) t ST is p-continuous. 
hoof. For simplicity of notations, we denote by (U, h) resp. ((I, p)) the 
space 67 endowed with the h-topology (resp. the p-topology). The equivalence 
of (i) and (ii) follows from the fact that ((7, h) and (n, p) are bornological spaces. 
Clearly, (i) implies (iii). Sow-, if S is a bounded subset of (G!, p), and if (iii) 
holds, then the injection i: (Cl, p) -+ (U, ,Y) (.Y topology on 0 defined 1~) 
seminorms 7’ + (7:x, ~1) .x t 9, T t I)) is continuous; hence, S is bounded for -7, 
and by Proposition 1.2, S is bounded for (U, X). This gives (iii) -:- (ii). 
The equivalence of (iv) and (ii) is obvious, and the equivalence of (i) and (v) 
follows from C’orollary I. I and from p-continuity of T -+ T*. 
Of course, if /r consists of bounded operators, ((r, h) is equal to (/Z, p), 
and these topologies agree with the norm topology. 
DEFINITION 1 S. Let (r be a .-algebra, with dense domain 5’. A sequence 
kLN of elements of ‘/ is called o-conrcrgcnt. it?, for every ‘4 t (7, 
If U lJEJW,, ) then a sequence (,v,) of elements of 9 is a-con\crgcnt 
if and only if (1) holds foi- operators -4, (J’ t 1). Moreover, if 5’ is (i’-closed, 
then for every closable operator S such that SY C Y, the relation (1) holds, 
with =3 S: this is a consequence of Lemma I. I, and this shows that this 
definition is not related to the algebraic structure of f7. 
Rut this concept leads to a natural definition of the ampliation (r St> li K of 
a .-algebra r%. In fact, let R he a (separable) Hilbert space. We identif!, the 
Hilbert space 1) i$~ R to ‘IT’,, ,i I),, (with I),, 1~ for every n E N) and WY define. 
for 7’ E r%, the operator 7’ ,‘; I R to bc 
and 
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ever!- o-convergent sequence can be viewed as an element of 1) $j, K (take 
A ~~ Id in relation (I)) and under this identification, the set D of o-convergent 
sequences appears as the intersection of the domains of the closure of operators 
T @ I defined on the algebraic sum Q&,, 9,, (9 being M-closed). Therefore, 
D is invariant under operators T g I, I3 is ((r << %)-closed, and the map 
T -z 7’ I is an isomorphism of (r onto G’ (2; Q. 
‘I’his leads to 
DEFISIYIOX 1.6. Let U be a a-algebra, with closed domain 9. Tl’e introduce, 
on U’/: 
(i) the strong topology, generated by seminorms 
(ii) the weak topology, generated by seminorms 
(iii) the a-strong topology, generated by seminorms 
(Si);cq< belonging to the set of a-convergent sequences, 
(iy) the a-weak topolog!-, generated hi- seminorms 
(.x,)(~-, belonging to the set of n-convergent sequences, and 21~ E 1) satisfying 
c:, 1 J’, ” -:: - 03. 
(i) The follozhg statements are equiz~alent. 
(i. I ) C,C is zceakly continuous, 
(i.2) F is strong& continuous, 
(i.3) F IL, %&,I, 9 with .xi t .9, >I; E 11, I finite. 
(ii) The follozuing statements are equivalent. 
(ii. 1) g, is a-weakly continuous, 
(ii.2) p i.s a-stvongl~* continuous, 
(ii.31 q = ILEN WI,.?,‘ > zcith ,Y, C 9, ~1, t 11, xii”i J*, 1 -: t-x, und 
(,x,)iih heiy a n-conzqeyent sequence. 
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Proof. We first prove part (i). Since the set of linear forms of the type 
v = C&l wxi,?l, (I finite, xi E 9, yi E I?) is a vector subspace F of @%*, algebraic 
dual of 02, the weak topology of 0? is the topology a(& F), and therefore (i.3) is 
equivalent to (i.1). Of course, (i.3) implies (i.2). Conversely, let v be a strongly 
continuous linear form. Then, for some finite family (x~)~<~+ of elements of 9, 
Assume first n := I, that is , cp(T)l ( ’ Tx j! (x E 9). Then the linear map 
+: ax + @ defined by 
$!b) =- q(T) 
is well defined (since Tx = Sx implies y(T - S) 0), and satisfies 
I @(Y)’ G II 3’ II for all y E G!?x. 
By the Hahn-Banach theorem, + has a continuous extension (denoted again 
+) such that / $(y)j < I~ y Ii for ally E lj. 
Thus q(y) =: (y, z) for some x E lj, and therefore v(T) = (TX, zz) for all 
TEL??. 
In the case n >, I, we consider the ampliation map 
Then, putting 0 -= 9 0 Q-r, P == (x,)l$iX,n , we get 
1 0(T @ I)! S; i’(T @ 1)1 i’ 
which gives our result. 
Part (ii) follows from part (i), because, if (xi)iGN is a u-convergent sequence, 
then, for every T E Q? 
with R = LC2(N), 2 = (x&~ , 9 (Y~),~~ . 
COROLLARY 1.2. Ez?ery weakly (resp. o-weakly) continuous linear form on CY 
has a weakly (resp. u-weakly) continuous extension to Z(9). 
This is a consequence of a remark following Definition I .5. 
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I,et a = (JZEN 9q be a #-algebra, with closed domain %:. We endow fl 
with its X-topology, and denote 02’ the strong dual of (a, X). For f E a’, n E N, 
we put 
:iflln,A,, ~= sup{/ f(T)]; T E ‘JJIA,& with X&T) : 11. 
By [lo], the strong topology of a is the coarsest for which the transposed 
mappings ti.dr of fl’ into the strong duals (!N>L , 11 iA,Ac) are continuous. 
We denote by 
(a) -Ip, the space of weakly continuous (equivalently strongly continuous) 
linear forms on a. Of course, 9- C a’, 
(b) 9.. the adherence of F, in fl’ (endowed with its strong topology). 
THEOREM 1.4. 1” Every a-weaklqt continuous linear form on r% belongs to 9.. . 
2” Conversely, if the algebra 67 satisfies condition (C), then every element 
of Z.. is c-weakly continuous. 
Condition (C) is: 
There exists an operator A E LZ, which is the restriction to 9 of the 
inverse of a compact operator in I), such that 
Before plunging into the proof of this theorem, let us note that if we differentiate 
a strongly continuous unitary irreducible representation x of a Lie group G 
(with Lie algebra g), the enveloping algebra Q? generated by dz(g) admits the 
domain 9 of differentiable vectors as closed domain and 
(A Laplacien: [16]). 
Moreover, (C) is fulfilled if G is C.C.R. [17]. 
The proof rests on 
LEMMA 1.2. (adaptation of Lemma 2 of [23]). The vector space of operators 
of Y(g) with finite dimensional range, is dense in Y(g) endowed with the X- 
topology. 
A similar proof of Lemma 3 of [4, p. 361, and Lemma 1.2 establish 
LEMMA 1.3. Let (x~)~<~s, (Yesp. (x~‘)~~~~~) be vectors of 9, and (yj)Icjsr, 
(resp. ( y,~‘)l~r;<-n) be vectors of $ such that the linear maps from 1) into L$ 
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coincide. Then, for ecel:\, T E Y(P) 
Proof of the theorem. We first treat part I . Let cp := x,tN w,,.,.,, be a CJ- 
weakly continuous linear form on 0’ ((x~)(~~ is a o-convergent sequence, and 
xi”=, 11 y, ,/a < -I- co). Let yll xi:.li, w,,.~.,,, . Then ?Ii F Y- , and q~,< tends to q 
in 67’ because, for every .4 E a%, 
since the relation 
implies 
/ f ~IJ~~,~~(T) / - - i 1; A.Yj ~1 ‘IFi 11 C i i (;’ ,hi ii2 + j’i ~i2). 
i=n+1 i==ntl i-=W~l 
For part 2”, it suffices to consider the case U : Y(9) because of Corollary I .2 
and the relation 
sup(~f(T)i; T E G! such that 11 TX ~ T;- j =I.v ;,) 
s< ’ sup(‘f (T)! ; T E Y’(3) such that 11 TX 11 < 11 Ax j, 
forfeQ?. 
We can assume with no loss of generality that Ax > I/ x 11 (for all m t 9). 
Thus 
0 _ p 5. I, dns ,’ .<:; :Id/fsy ii 
for all x E %:. 
Let 9 E 3’.+ . One can find elements yk E 6p, such that 
p - p, ‘i,?,,) . 2-l 
with x,~ E 3, y,“’ E b. For simplicity- of notation, we omit the index K. 
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The polar decomposition of the map 
g, (y, J’,) Llhsj -- “F X,(.y, e;) d”e,’ 
i-l 
with F,’ t 9, C, E 11, Xi -,z 0, the system of (e,),, ;. ,, (resp. (dbe,‘)lci~C,) being 
orthonormal. 
B!: injectivity of Ah, and Lemma I .3, we deduce that 
(2) 
Indeed, the relation ,! TX !( --I I A”.Y , (T E Y’(9)) for all .Y E 9 implies 
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is a-convergent, since using Lemma 1. I, for every n 
converges because of relation 
obtained from 
Now 
achieves the proof (see Definition I .6(iv)). 
2. SPECIAL *-ALGEBRAS AND EXAMPLES 
In this section, we examine particular *-algebras. Examples will be discussed 
and listed after a few abstract results. We introduce for convenience the following 
definition: 
DEFINITION 2.1. A p-closed +-algebra of countable algebraic dimension, 
with closed domain, is called hyperfinite. 
Let us recall that algebras of countable algebraic dimension are countably 
dominated. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let O? be a *-algebra of countable algebraic dimension. 
Consider the following statements. 
(i) GY is hyperjnite. 
(ii) For every A E UP, $, is finite dimensional. 
(iii) The p-topology of G? is the finest locally convex topology on GY. 
(iv) GZ is X-closed. 
(v) For every A E GZ, 9jIa is jnite dimensional. 
(vi) The X-topology of 02 is the jnest locally convex topology on LX. 
Then, one has the implications 
i e ii 0 iii > iv G v 0 vi. 
Of course, if CT is hyperfinite, then h = p. 
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Proof. It is an easy consequence of the Baire theorem that a Banach space 
cannot be of countable algebraic dimension unless it is a finite-dimensional 
space. Therefore i * ii (resp. iv * v). 
Clearly, ii * iii (resp. v 2 vi), since the p-topology (resp. the h-topology) is 
the inductive limit of finite dimensional spaces. If iii (resp. iv) is true, then the 
bounded subset of 0Z are finite-dimensional: From Proposition 1.2 (resp. 
Proposition 1.6) this implies (i) (resp. iv). 
COROLLARY 2.1. (existence of a predual). Let 67 he a hyperfinite +-algebra. 
Then, there exists a Frechet space Cl, , ,whose strong dual is Ii(. JIloveovev, if d * is 
a secondFrechet space with strong dual G?, then f?!* is topological& isomorphic to (r, . 
Pyoof. The first assertion follows from reflexivity of U; it suffices to take 
fl* = CT’, endowed with strong topology (the strong topology agrees with 
u(C?!‘, ~7) which is metrizable since c;% is of countable algebraic dimension). 
If d, is a second predual for CY, then d, is reflexive ([IO, p. 961). Since the 
topology of n; is the topology of uniform convergence on equicontinuous 
subsets of l;il, it necessarily agrees with the strong topology of (il’. This achieves 
the proof. 
It is clear from Proposition 2.1 that a hyperfinite algebra GY is a nuclear space, 
and that (S, T) --f ST is continuous; hence, if f is a linear form on fZ, the map 
T E 0 +-.f ( T*T)lJ2 is continuous. 
An application of Theorem 1 of [1 I] leads to 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let 62 be a hyperjnite --algebra, and f a state on 6Y. Then, 
there is a standard measure space Z, a weakly measurable map 6 ---z fc from Z into 
the set of extremal states of ~7, and a positive measure EL on Z (with p(Z) = I) 
such that 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let a be a hyperjinite h-algebra; and cilk the convex cone of 
positive elements qf 0. Then 
1” for ecevy T E al, there exists S E Cl-~ such that 
O<S<T and dim s%,\ = 1, 
2” CT+ is the convex envelop of its extreme rays, 
3” fl can be written 
a = @ SArz 
ns,v 
withA,>Oanddim%An = l,fovalln~N. 
Let us note that unicity does not hold in 3”. 
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Pyoof. We recall that an element T of 0P belongs to some extremal ray 
of GY+ if and only if the relation 0 < S < T implies S = AT, for some h 3 0. 
Let @ = LN %, , for certain iz, > 0. Then @~I = unerm (aA n CZ+) =- 
lJneN ‘%2,. Each set ‘Jzfi, being a closed convex pointed cone of a finite dTmensiona1 
space admits a compact (convex) base. The correspondence between extreme 
points (of the convex compact base) and extreme rays, the Krein-Milman 
theorem, the finite dimension of the base imply assertions 1” (note that an 
extreme ray of %2, , is an extreme ray of 07, and conversely). Thus, the set of 
extreme rays of GP is the union, for n E N, of the set of extreme rays of ‘%: . n 
Assertions 2” and 3” are therefore clear. 
COROLLARY 2.4. If Q! is a hyperfinite *-algebra, and .@ a a-subalgebra qf 
GZ, then L% is hyperjinite. 
PYOO~. Obvious (note, however, that the domain 9 of GZ is not ,%?-closed: 
by definition, the domain of g is obtained by the processes of [19]). 
We now recall a few facts about infinite tensor products. First, let (gJieN be a 
sequence of vector spaces, each 5Zi being dense in some Hilbert space hi . We 
denote, for every iE N, by ai an element of si, with norm equal to I. The subspace 
of the Hilbert space lj :A @tai) h, ( incomplete tensor product), generated by 
elements @ xi , with xi E Bi and xi = ai for almost i, is dense in h, and will be 
noted simply (j& gi . We consider now a sequence (QZi)iGN of x-algebras, with 
closed domains Bi (dense in the Hilbert spaces hi). For a family (T& of 
operators, with Ti E G& , and T, = Id hi f or almost all i, one can define the 
operator &J T, to be the operator whose action on the element (ZJi xi of 6Ji g:i 
is @ji T,xi . 
The algebra 02 generated by such operators will be denoted (& 6& , @J gi). 
Since we are mostly concerned with algebras with closed domains, by applying 
the method of [19] Lemma 2.6, we can extend the domain oi g< to a new 
domain 9 (denoted 2 = @,A G#J such that G@ becomes Qkclosed. By the 
infinite tensor product of *-algebras 6Yi, we mean from now on the couple 
(a, B), noted simply @$!, G& . 
PROPOSITION 2.2. 1” 1f (&)isi+ is a finite set of hyper$nite i--algebras, 
then @yzl G$ is a hyperjinite *-algebra. 
2” If (O&N is a sequence of hyperjinite *-algebras, such that ‘%(I ; L&J _ @ 
Id for almost all n, then the infinite tensor product @r==, UZ, is a hyperfinite *-algebra. 
In the above formulation, %(l; &J d enotes the set of bounded operators 
ofC&. 
Proof. For assertion I”, it suffices to treat the case of two hyperfinite *- 
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algebras a and %?. Let Ai (resp. BJ be operators of a-’ (resp. 37”) such that 
G? = uy=, gAi (resp. d =m u:r 91B,). We prove that 
For this, it suffices to consider elements of the form S @ T (S E C?, T E .%). 
From the relation 
we have to treat elements of the form S @ 1. But, for some i, 
which etablishes our assertion. 
Now let CAEA S, @ TA (A finite set) be an element of 91Aio1+,~!8~. Then for 
every vector of the form T &? #, we have 
for some A4 > 0. 
Thus, for every vector p), the operator CA (S,rp, 9)T, belongs to sBi (one can 
assume A, > 1 and Bi > 1 for all i E N). By polarization, operators of the form 
‘&CA (S,F~ , yj)Th (for a finite set of vectors ~~ , yj) belong to +XJt . This last 
space being finite-dimensional, Cnf(SA) T,, E gBi for every (continuous) linear 
formfE 02’. Choosing the S, linearly independent, and using the Hahn-Banach 
theorem, we conclude T, E ‘iRBi , for every X E A. In the same way, by symmetry, 
S, belongs to SAL . Thus 
91 A,@l+l@A, c SAIOl + %@B, * 
This achieves part 1’. 
For assertion 2”, it suffices to imitate the preceding proof. 
Weyl Algebras 
We denote by .Y the space of Ca rapidly decreasing functions of the real 
line. Y is dense in the Hilbert space lj = L2(R; dx) (dx Lebesgue measure), 
and invariant under the operators of the complex algebra 6Z, generated by p, q, 
with 
Pf =&f, qf = xf, fE.Y. 
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Moreover, Y is G&closed and, by [16], (“% = Un,o%(lm.d)n with A = p2 - q2. 
We refer to [6] for a detailled algebraic study of G!?. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Cl is hyperfinite. 
Proof. Let V be the linear algebraic space, spanned by Hermite functions 
Since 
yk(x) ;= (711/22kf3!)-1/2 (-1)‘; ex”i2 
pv, = 2-1’z(k1’2~7+l - (k + 1)1’2~A+1), 
qvk = 2-1’2(k1’3~g-l + (k + I)1’2Fr+l), 
V is stable under operators of G?. Moreover, 1~’ being dense in .Yj endowed 
with its Frechet topology (defined by seminorms qz + li(l - .Ap, 11, n E N) the 
operators of C7? are completely determined by their restrictions to V (being 
continuous for this Frechet topology). We introduce 
P == 2-1yp + q) Q = 2- l,‘(q - p) 
and note that c;! is graded by G? == zjPi=,. C Pip, Y EZ [6]. Let u - xr u, be 
an element of %(1-A)7L . Then 
with vl, = 0 iff k > 0. Thus, ug belongs to !I$_,,, since 
where &‘i < + co. If Y + 0, the consideration of 
((u - 4 9k + %+r > Fh -c %i-r) 
and 
(h - %) ‘Pk + &k+, ) v7c + +k+?) 
leads to the estimate 
@h?k 7 %+r)l < M2[((1 - A)% vk ) P)k) + (tl - dn qk+r ) %+r)l 
= J%(k) (k + I)“, 
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where M, < +co, and M,(k) positive bounded function of k. Thus, putting 
we conclude that 
Then, necessarily 1 < (2n - ~)/2, showing that ‘%c,-,), is finite-dimensional. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let GYf,L be the complex associative algebra generated by 
operators pi and pi of L2(R”, dx), dejned by 
Pif = (W%)f> qi(f) = xif, 1 < i < m, 
f belonging to Y(Rm), the space of C” rapidly decreasing functions in m variables. 
Then, G&, is hype@nite. 
Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.2, 1”. A 
similar corollary holds for an infinite tensor product. 
We can now turn to a more complete description of Corollary 2.3. For 
simplicity we denote I the set 
I = (U E CZ?; u = hp + pq + v with u symmetric, h, p, v E C}. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. 02 can be written 6l = &>. ut, ‘%z,2k . Moveover, for every 
u~I,andk>O, 
Proof. Let u be an element of I: u being symmetric, there exists a unitarily 
implementable automorphism @ of @ such that : 
@(ip) = u PI. 
Then we just have to prove that dim !QD)2k = 1 Vk 3 0. Let v = Ciej hijqjp”, 
hij # 0, be an element of ~(is)zrc . For all unitarily implementable automorphisms 
16 of GY such that t/(p) = p, we have: 
Now, the space generated by the 4(q), 4 a such automorphism, is infinite- 
dimensional since the degree of 4(q) can be arbitrarily large. So if there exists 
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an index j > 0 in zj =- C h,,qjp” , %(iD)2k is infinite-dimensional. By Proposition 
2.1 this is impossible. Thus we have: 
But after a Fourier transform, this relation gives 
Therefore, choosing the function f with support in [n, n - 1], next in 
[l/n --:-- 1, l/a], we conclude that i z-m 2k and %(is)zk is one-dimensional. Finally, 
let 9 be the space &a,, lLCI $J1,,91C . For any integer n, (ip)” belongs to .W since 
(ip)*” and (z’p + 1)“” belong to ~9 for all k. For the same reason, q” and z’, mu 
(;p $ hq)” (A E R) 1 a so b 1 e ong to d. But the uA for n $ I different values of A, 
generates a vector space which contains all the monomials q~p~~-i, the determinant 
of the system: 
being a van der Monde determinant, which proves the proposition. 
Cnitayv Representations of Lie Groups 
Let G be a real Lie group with Lie algebra 9, and 1.: a continuous unitary 
representation of G in a separable Hilbert space 6. We denote by 9 the space 
of differentiable vectors of U, by rlc. the differential of Z,;; dL’ is a representation 
of 9, and operators dC(X) (X E Q) are clearly defined on Y. LVe also introduce ZI 
the complex enveloping algebra of the complexification qa: of n, and f’Y the 
complex .-algebra Ltr’(ll) (6’ t. ac s on the &closed domain 5’). 
PROPOSITION 2.5. If G is nilpotenf and L’ irreducible, U? is hdvper@itr. 
Proof. Indeed, CT is the algebra studied in Corollary 2.5. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let 1: be an iweducible unitary representation of the group 
G =~ SL(2, Iw). Then, the algebra (r is hyperfinite. 
Proof. Indeed, CT is an algebra 3,, studied in [7]; with notations of this 
paper, we get a basis of (?I of the form 
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RIoreorer. we can find in 11 an orthonormal basis ye,, satisfying 
with k CZ or N, according to the case, q a constant and A,- , cx,, /j,, numbers 
of order k when k i goes to infinity. Now it suRices to adjust the proof of 
Proposition 2.3. 
Of course, for irreducible representations of compact groups, CT is hypertinite. 
Some insight in factorial representations can be obtained b> 
LF:>Lrni.a 2. I. Let 1,’ br a ,factorial representation of a group G of tjppP I. Then, 
there exists u unique unitary irreducible representation L’,, of G such that 11 tll.(U) 
is isomorphic to dC;,(ll). 
Proof. Let 1~ -= J;’ h(f) dp([), CT ~ sd C’(t) dp([) a decomposition of ( into 
a direct integral of irreducible representations of G. By [5], the representation 
r’(t) is almost everywhere equivalent to an irreducible unitary representation 
7 of G. Thus, we can write [4, p. 165, I931 
P,, being the space of differentiable \-ectors for C’,, , we get by differentiation 
nr 111 ‘,) :, I on P,, 1 2’; I,‘(*\~, d/L) (algebraic tensor product). 
RIoreover. .P ,, :+Z,‘(.Y, dp) is dense in 9 for the topology of C/ since this space 
is invariant under 1 -(G) [I 81. ‘Therefox, the map 7’ f 7’ ‘t I of t/l -(,(!I) onto 
r/l.(U) is an isomorphism, bicontinuous by [13]. Q.E.D. 
It is worth noting that for nonfactorial representations, the structure of 
// dC:(II) can be complicated: for instance, certain unitar! rcprcsentations 
of abelian groups leads to algebras of functions, showing the great 1-xietv 
of situations. Nevertheless. 
I’KOPOSITION 2.7. I,et G be the Heisenbey gvozlp (dejned it1 [22]), anti % ~/, 0 
a central element ?f q. A4ssume that one of the following h~~potheses is trw 
(i) til .(Z) is an unbounded operator, 
(ii) the spectrum of dl:(Z) is jinite, and dijjJerent from [Oj. 
Then, c/ /s l~~pe~jinite. 
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Proof. Let {X, ,..., X,,, , Y, ,..., Y,,, , Z} b e a b asis of g satisfying the relations: 
[Xi , Y,] = zijz [Xi ) Xj] = [I’; , Yj] = [Xi p Z] z [Yj y Z] E 0. 
We decompose U in U, @ Lra where Ui is a direct integral of infinite dimensional 
irreducible representations of G and U, is a direct integral of characters of G. 
If (i) is true, we can write: 
U, = I;I!’ c’, dp(X), 
where (1, is factorial, X is the spectrum of --i dU,(Z) and TV is a positive Radon 
measure on R. Moreover, Ii, can be expressed as U, = oA @ 1 with c, ir- 
reducible infinite-dimensional of G (Lemma 2.1): CA acts inL2(R”) and we have: 
d&(X<) = a/&q , d&(Y,) = ihx, , d&(Z) = i/l. 
Let P- be the space spanned by the Hermite functions, and W the space 
(00, 1’) @ x where % is the subspace of functions of compact support in 
L2(R, dp): W is stable under dU,(g). Since dU, Iw is faithful (Ker dUl n 
C[Z] :p (0) and [7, p. 1481) we consider only dU, I&l) = CT1 . 
First, we prove that if A =I s” A,, dp and B = [* B, dp are two elements of 
0Zr such that: i(At/, 4); .< (B/J, 4) for all #J of W, then p almost everywhere: 
for all v of @“I LT. 
Indeed if K is a compact set in R, f an element of L2(K, dp) and (q,.) a basis 
of 0” V’, we have for all integers k and k’: 
Thus, almost everywhere: 
i(Am , w)l G (BAR 7 ~1 Vk, k’, 
showing (1). pu’ow let dU,(u) be an element of ‘%~r-~)~ . We can write 
u =- c %,J,kW WJ z7<, 
I.J.k 
I, J being elements of N” (N the integers), k an integer, and (X)l z= Xi1 ... X2, 
] I / = ii + i, + ‘. + i,,, . Thus 
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By the same method: 
(1 - A)‘” _ [I @ 1 - I(&,’ @ 1 + c (Lvj)Z @X21 
z z I 
Then almost everywhere: 
And so 111 + 1 J / < 2nm following the extimations of Proposition 2, and 
this corollary. Now if q belongs to $J” V, jj v 11 = 1 for all functions f of A’-, 
we have almost everywhere: 
i 2 ilc+k (j$ y 9’j’ (+a ~1” (~lJl+kf(3, f(4) 1 G Mb, TVV) f(4, f(4), 
where M(n, F) is finite and P(A) is a polynomial of degree 2n. If h goes to infinity, 
we obtain: i J i + k < 2n, and %(l~d)n is finite-dimensional. 
xow assume (ii) is true, and denote {A, ,..,, A,} the spectrum of dU(Z). It is 
easy to see that 02 is linearly spanned by the monomial XIYJZ’i with 0 :< h < r, 
I and J being elements of W. We can decompose U in: 
where C:,,, is the factorial representation of G considered in the first part of the 
proof. If u ~~ Ca,,J,,XIYJZ” belongs to ‘%~r-~)~ , then 
l(dUA(4!h $11 < Jw - 4” 94 $4 
hence i 1; + 1 J 1 < 2nm. 
Topology of 9 and Structure of ~2 
for *E 6 V, 
U.E.D. 
The aim of this Section is to show that there is no link between nuclearity 
of 9 and hyperfiniteness of 02, even for enveloping algebras (viewed in some 
representation). In fact, this is not too surprising since if 0! is written a = 
uis, “nAi , then the topology of $3 admits seminorms x--f jl Aix /I, and the set 
of Ai , i E 1, does not necessarily reflect the algebraic structure of QL 
LEMMA 2.2. Let E, be the two-dimensional Euclidean group, and C’ the 
Tepresentation of E, dejined in L2(T, dx) (T torus, dx Lebesgue measure) by 
(U(m, /?)f)(t) = eirRecde-“)f(t - a) 
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o( beivzg real (0 :< ac -‘; 27-r), /3 comp1e.y bein.g a parametrization of E, [22]. Then 
1 L7 == dU(U) is not h-vperjkte, 
2 the space Y of d#erentiable oectom qf t ix nuclear. 
Proof. 9 is the space of C’ functions on the torus [22] since !J is threc- 
dimensional with basis (S, Y-r , I’.,) satisfying 
(dU(,Y)f)(t) =- --- $;J. 
(dC;(I,)f)(t) = ir cos tf(t), 
(dCi(l*z)f)(t) = iv sin tf(t). 
The space Y, endowed with seminorms f ~+ ‘(d”/dt’ f I)” f! is nuclear 
(1 - 0) -1 being a nuclear operator on L2(T). H owever. the algebra CT’ is not 
hyperfinite, since the algebra C[I’r] of polynomials in Yr is included in 91~,-,, . 
LEMIA 2.3. Let G be the aflne group of the real line, and L. the representation 
of G &fined in L2(R, dx) bv 
(W% P)f l(t) 
eiRt”,l/4f (alq 
CL -, 0 and /‘3 real being a parametrization of G. 
Then 
t E R, 
I (;I = dU(Il) is hyperjnite, 
2‘ the space 53 of differentiable sectors of L is not nuclear. 
P~of G admits two irreducible infinite-dimensional unitary representations 
V and I- (we refer to [22] for details and notations), U1 being defined on 
L”(R. ds) by 
(LTL(% P)P>W ei~~rcp(x -- Log a), x E R, 
and C’ is unitarily equivalent to C’ 0 C; 1 : indeed, CT splits in I. Lz,U.rt (-.’ 
u rz1 5 .oJ and these two components are unitarily equivalent, since the unitar! 
operator I’: L2(-- cu, 0) --+ L2(0, -103) (V(f))(t) f (-t) is an interwining 
operator. Also, l,; !&Q,,,) is equivalent to 1’~’ because I&‘: L”(0, L “c) p-C’@) 
((Wf)(x) .f (e2z) ez/2112)) . is an interwining operator (for C mL’(,,, , j and F’). 
Now, 9 is two-dimensional, with basis (X, I’) satisfying 
[X Yl = y, 
dU(X) -~= ;t(djdt) A- :, 
dl;(l’) = it?. 
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Since f belongs to 9 if and only if the restrictions off to (- co, 0) and (0, + a) 
are in 9, 9 is isomorphic to the topological direct sum % @ 9 -~, where 9 is 
the space of differentiable vectors for L’ 1. This sum is not nuclear because the 
Laplacian A of G is such that nr-’ (I ~ 0)~~ is not compact, G being not liminar 
[17, 221. 
Finally, the space 9’ of CJ rapidly decreasing functions of the real line is 
dense in 9 [1] and so 11 is isomorphic to a subalgebra of the l\‘eyl algebra 
considered in the first part. Thus II is hyperfinite. 
A Situation with X f p 
Let 1) be a separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, (e,, ; n E N) a complete 
orthonormal system of 1~. 1Ve note B the space algebraically spanned by the e,, 
and 0 the -<-algebra generated by operators T and Ii (defined on 9) with 
6Z? is countably dominated: more precisely, M = UPa,, %,, . Indeed an element 
of PZ is a sum of polvnomials of the form 
where I = (;r ,..., i,j, J = {jr ,..., j,f, K =-- (IQ ,..., R,} are elements of NQ 
(N the positive integers). By induction, we prove that 
where P,JK is a polynomial of n, ~(1, J, K) an integer depending only on IJK. 
If p is the degree of PIJK , we have an estimation 
where M is a finite constant. Thus for all x of 9: 
$(I, J, K)x// <AWli TW. 
Now, the set .a mm: [(U*)“‘T, k integer, k > 0} is bounded for the X-topology. 
Indeed. 
[P41>‘Te n -: 0 if 11 --< k and LT*LTe,, = nenWk if k < n, 
which proves 
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If h = p, the *-operation is continuous for the h-topology and ST* is bounded. 
But for any M > 0, any positive integer n and p, we can find k such that 
11 TVe, I/ ~-- ~l(k + n)e,+, 11 -=- k + n > Mn” = MI1 Tf’e, 11, 
which proves that the element TV of GY* is not in ‘!I&, . Following Proposition 
16 we conclude that 3?* is not bounded. Q.E.D. 
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